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Call numbers within the Princeton University library system are provided in many cases, using the following library designators:
  (SA) = Marquand Library, School of Art and Archaeology
  (F)  = Firestone Library
  (EX) = Rare Books, Firestone Library
  (UES) = School of Architecture Library
  (Gest) = Gest Library
  (SY)  = Near Eastern (Gest Library)

Subject classifications are indicated with the following abbreviations:
  Gen   general, survey, multiple topics, photo survey
  ArcD  architectural decoration, painting, tiles
  BldgT building technology, construction, profession, regulations, guilds
  Bridge bridges
  B     Buddhist
  Cav   cave-temples, grottos
  Early Neolithic to Han dynasty
  FS    feng-shui, building magic
  Furn  furniture
  Gard  gardens
  GW    gates, walls, p'ai-lou
  Imp   imperial, palaces, altars
  Misc  misc.
  Mod   modern
  Pag   pagodas
  Rel   religious: temples, shrines
  Tao   Taoist
  Theo  theory, symbology, numerology, cosmology, origins, aesthetics
  Tomb  tomb, mortuary
  20th  twentieth century
  Urb   city history, urban planning
  Vern  vernacular, domestic
Western Language Entries
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____________. "The Morphology of Walled Capitals." In G. William Skinner, ed., *The City in Late Imperial China* (q.v.), pp. 75-100. /Urb /GW


*Chinese Traditional Architecture.* Edited by Nancy S. Steinhardt. New York: China Institute, 1984. [(SA) NA1543.S84; (UES) ibid.] /Gen


____________. "The Structure of the Pre-Industrial Chinese City." In Settlement and Social Change in Asia. Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press, 1967.(?) /Urb


__________. "Two Ashlar Pagodas at Fu-ch'ing in Southern Fu-chien." Catholic University of Peking, Bulletin 8 (1931), pp. 49-66. /Rel /Pag


Eitel, E.J. [Ernest John] Fengshui or the Rudiments of Natural Science in China. Hong Kong: Lane, Crawford, 1873. /FS /Theo


Fuge-Meyer, H. *Chinese Bridges*. Shanghai, 1937. /Bridge


________. "Unfolding the Chinese Building Standards: Research on the *Yingzao fashi*." In *Chinese Traditional Architecture* (q.v.), pp. ***. /BldgT

Golas, Peter J. "Early Ch'ing Guilds." In G. William Skinner, editor, *The City in Late Imperial China* (q.v.), pp. 555-80. /BldgT


"Reflections on Chinese Architecture." Bulletin of the Catholic University of Peking 8 (1933), pp. 3ff. /Gen


Herschkovitz, Linda. "Tiananmen Square and the Politics of Place." Political Geography, 12.5 (September 1993), 395-420. /Urb:Beijing


Juliano, Annette. "New Discoveries at the Yunkang Caves." In Chinese Traditional Architecture (q.v.). /Rel /B /Cav


Kuhn, Dieter. "Liao Architecture: Qidan Innovations and Han-Chinese Innovations?" *T'oung Pao*, 86.4/5 (December 2000), 325-62. [(Gest) 1721.911/Electronic] [See Nancy Steinhardt for "Response."]


Ledderose, Lothar. "Chinese Prototypes of the Pagoda." In Anna Dallapiccola, *The Stupa* (q.v.). /Rel /B /Pag


Lung, David. Chinese Traditional Vernacular Architecture. Hong Kong: Regional Council and University of Hong Kong, 1991. /Vern


Mirams, D.G. *A Brief History of Chinese Architecture.* Shanghai, 1940. /Gen


Mote, Frederick W. "Cities in North and South China." In *Symposium on Historical, Archaeological and Linguistic Studies on Southern China, Southeast Asia and the Hong Kong Region*, pp. 153-55. Edited by F.S. Drake. Hong Kong: University of Hong Kong Press, 1967. /Urb


Plaks, Andrew H. *Archetype and Allegory in the 'Dream of the Red Chamber'.* Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1976. [(F) PL2727.S2 P5; (Gest) ibid.] /Misc /Theo


Seth, Vikram. The Humble Administrator's Garden. London: Carcanet, ?


____________. "Urban Development in Imperial China." In G. William Skinner, Edited, *City in Late Imperial China* (q.v.), pp. ***. /Urb


"Response to Dieter Kuhn, 'Liao Architecture.' T'oung Pao, 82.4/5 (December 2001), 456-62. [(Gest)1721.911/Electronic]


"The Architectural Heritage of the Bronze Age." In Chinese Traditional Architecture (q.v.). /Early


White, William C. *Tombs of Old Lo-yang.* Shanghai: 1934. /Tomb


_________. "A Note on the 'Ying tsao fa shih.'" Bulletin of the School of Oriental Studies 5 (1930.4). [(SY) 2200.595(?)] /BldgT


Chinese- and Japanese-Language Entries


Tokyo: Yuzankaku, 1931.


Jianzhu shi lunwen ji 建築史論文集(Architectural History and Theory)

Jianzhu lishi yu lilun 建築歷史與理論 (Architectural History and Theory)

Beijing: Wenwu, 1996. (2 vols.)


Zhongguo yingzao xueshe huikan 中国营造学社会刊 (Bulletin of the Society For Research in Chinese Architecture); 7 vols.